TO:         DIRECTORS OF RELIEF
                DIRECTORS OF DROUGHT RELIEF
                COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENTS
                COMMITTEEMEN

            Re: Drought Relief

            This bulletin supplements our March 4th telegram, which read as follows:

            "THE MONTHLY LIMIT OF TWENTY FOUR NINETY NINE PER ELIGIBLE FARMER IS
            HEREBY RESCINDED IN ALL DROUGHT COUNTIES stop ELIGIBILITY RULES AND PROCEDURE
            REMAIN UNCHANGED stop MAXIMUM RELIEF PER MONTH IS NOW TEN DOLLARS PER WORK
            ANIMAL AND FOUR FIFTY PER HEAD CATTLE stop HOWEVER YOU WILL BE GOVERNED BY
            REASONABLE NEEDS OF FARMERS stop NOTIFY YOUR COMMITTEEMEN COUNTY AGENT AND
            RURAL ADVISER"

            Please give no publicity to the effect that the maximum monthly limit per
            work animal is $10.00 and per head cattle is $4.50. Publicity regarding these
            maximum limits would encourage farmers to ask for unreasonable amounts of feed.

            MATURITY DATE OF NOTES

            As explained in the above telegram, the procedure is exactly as it has
            been. However, now that the limit of $24.99 has been withdrawn, it will be
            necessary from now on to have all notes mature not later than November 1, 1935.

            It is expected that it will be possible to renew notes at their expiration
            if the client's condition warrants this consideration, but after November 1,
            1935, the notes will bear interest at the rate of five percent.

            IMPORTANT - RUSH

            Immediately upon receipt of this letter please write us at once giving
            your estimate of the cash allotment you will need for March, in addition to the
            allotment you have already received. In making this estimate, please bear in
            mind that you are to write as many of your orders as possible on your consigned
            feed.

            Please also write us about the probable number of acceptable feed applica-
            tions you expect to have during March.

            Very sincerely yours,

            Arlie Mucks, Director
            Rural Division